
 

 

 

FLOYD RONEY AT THOMMEN FACTORY IN SWITZERLAND 
 
 

MUTTENZ, SWITZERLAND – May 2019. After recently appointing Floyd Roney to manage sales and 
business development in North America, Thommen was very happy to have Floyd Roney for over a 
week at its main office in Switzerland for a dense agenda composed of technical briefings, product 
trainings and sales workshops to ensure best and continuous support to customers located in the US 
and Canada.   

 

Mark Moth, Sales Manager (left), Floyd Roney, Business Development Manager (center), Thomas Terschlusen, Director of Sales and 
Marketing (right). 

“Floyd’s visit to Switzerland was a great opportunity for him to make a deep-dive into the Thommen 
product portfolio and technologies. Besides their unsurpassed durability, our products are renowned for 
their extreme configurability, making them very customizable to accommodate a variety of different use 
cases”, said Thomas Terschlusen, Director of Sales and Marketing. “So there is nothing better for a 
salesperson than exchanging with the engineers and the workers that actually design and build the 
product. By doing that, you make sure that you provide the adequate support to efficiently guide the 
customer along the product selection process.” 

“It is also a perfect time to understand more about Thommen’s rich and long history and their Swiss-
made high-quality equipment. I had a great insight into Thommen’s values and their strong corporate 
culture. I now look forward to helping our customers with their current and upcoming requirements”, 
said F. Roney. 

Mr. Roney can be reached under:  
Email: floyd.roney@thommen.aero 
Phone: +1 (509) 290-4321 
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ABOUT THOMMEN AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT LTD.: 

 
For over one century, THOMMEN AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT Ltd. has been supplying the global aircraft 
industry with Swiss high-quality flight instruments and aircraft equipment for various commercial and 
military applications. 
 
THOMMEN is a world-leading manufacturer of digital displays, air data computers and altimeters, digital 
clocks and chronographs used on helicopters, fixed-wing aircraft & UAVs. THOMMEN also offers 
superior aviation-qualified flashlights and interior lighting. 
 
The entire product line serves both the OEM production of new aircraft as well as the retrofit market for 
existing fleets.  
 
For more corporate information, please visit: www.thommen.aero 
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